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Eye of the Storm Summary 

 Warren Faidley is a(n) ____________.  He looks at ____________ and 

follows them to find a good chance to take ____________.  But he must wait 

until ____________ to know whether he has had a successful night or not.   

 Many people have watched the sky, including ____________, 

____________, and ____________.  Some storm chasers are ____________.  

Some are ____________.  Others just want to catch a ____________ of 

nature’s awesome ____________.   

 Warren grew up in ____________.  When he was a boy, he saw 

____________ and once rode his bike into the ____________ of one. He said 

that it was ____________ and almost ____________.   

 Warren first became interested in storm chasing when he was a(n) 

____________ for a(n) ____________.  He began by taking pictures from his 

____________.  He started to read everything he could about ____________.  

The storm that changed his life arrived in ____________.  He took a picture of a 

____________ hitting a(n) ____________.  Many magazines and newspapers 

called him, including ____________, ____________, and ____________.   



Storms are formed by certain kinds of ____________.  Every spring, 

____________ and ____________ collide over the central ____________.  If 

the winds are right, ____________ appear.  During July and August, winds push 

moisture from the south through the ____________.  When the cool, moist air is 

heated by the hot desert, ____________ form.  In late summer and early fall, 

when the oceans in the ____________ are warmest, ____________ form off 

the west coast of ____________.  Some turn into ____________.  As a 

____________, Warren always follows these ____________.   

In order for Warren to take a good picture, he must be in the 

____________ at the ____________.  On a spring day, there may be dozens of 

____________ over ____________ of square miles in ____________, 

____________, and ____________, but only a few will produce 

____________.  Also, many ____________ are on the ground for only a few 

minutes, so they will ____________ before Warren can take a picture.  

Sometimes there are no ____________. Sometimes they are hidden by 

____________.  Sometimes they happen at ____________, when it is too 

____________.  So a photographer needs ____________, a good understanding 

of ____________, and lots of ____________ watching the ____________.  


